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Background

In his practice, Jonathan Levain aims to look upon new solution to 
empower young people to participate. By rethinking existing tools, 
he focuses on liberating the youth voice and promoting the freedom 
of creation.

How can new medias empowers young generations to express them-
selves artistically or politically in a place of art conservation?

Sprayers Takeover is a smartphone application that uses the tech-
nology of augmented reality. Enabling young generations to spray 

perspective upon the historical collection of Museo Marino Marini. 

This experience aims to allow this targeted generation to have its 
own impact on Marini’s pieces. From an art seen only in very private 
exhibition space, the device connects more classical art form with 
a sub-culture of street art more connected to youngsters. Therefore, 
these untouchable sculptures could be now digitally touched, van-
dalised, modified or took over by anyone. A democratic art form 
where anyone is able to put his own final touch.

Technology

The Sprayers Takeover project will merge augmented reality tech-
nology and the creation of a “cloud” or plateform leading to a 
share-able experience. This app will have the knowledge gained from 
the development of the Digital Sprayers* app made by Jonathan 
Levain. The budget will be used mostly for the 3D scanning of Marini’s 
sculptures that would become canvases of expression. All the datas 
created in this space will be saved in a cloud so that visitors can see 
the collective result from their phones.

Once the prototype finished, this new tool will recoat the scuptures 
and walls of the exhibition space but without damaging the matter. 

bring new aesthetics to the art on display.

Intended result

Jonathan and his team hope to first create during the next months 
a beta product that can be used exclusively in Museo Marino Marini 

tool that reacts using the mapped surface of the sculptures. 

This initiative aims also to get feedbacks and information from the 
visitors to understand where and by whom this app would be mostly 
used. And, try to empower the younger people to use this tool and 
explore its possibilities.

Finally, this project would be a success if the team manages to create 
a space in which self-expression is encouraged. By allowing young 
generation to express themselves on untouchable surfaces like the 
charismatic sculptures of the artist. This, in order to create a play-
ful experience that would attract kids to discover the museum’s 
collection.

Planning

project and the start of the developing phase. First, by 3D scanning 
the selected sculptures. Tests will follow by implementing the know-
ledge already gained from the development of the Digital Sprayers* 
app.

Once the demo starts working, we planned to finetune the app along 
the month of November 2019 with a custom-made identity. Finally, 
we will launch the app during an adequate event for visitors to try-
out. A beta-version that would allow visitors to spray around the 
surfaces of the Museo Marino Marini in Florence.

Knowledge-sharing

The feedbacks and observations gathered from real end user ex-
periences and the testing in the museum can be shared with the 
organisation. Plus, the 3d scans of the sculptures required for 
the creation of this project will be given to the museum’s archive.
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 * https://vimeo.com/328396305
 https://jonathanlevain.com
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